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Striking Drills
Many people think of martial arts strikes coming from the hands
or arms. However, true “striking” in martial arts includes far
more than hands and arms. Yon Ch’uan Martial Arts combines
striking from Karate and Kung Fu, which means we use hands,
arms, elbows, shoulders, feet, shins, knees, thighs, hips,
buttocks, chest, back, and head. The entire body is both a
defensive and offensive weapon, so that means we have lots of
potential “striking drills.”
When you look at the Yon Ch’uan Black Belt Study Guide, you
will see that a White Belt will learn seven basic categories of
self-defense skills:
1. Ukemi Waza (Judo falls – Back & Sides)
2. Animal Form (Tiger, rst movements)
3. Wrist Escapes (Single grab & Front Double)
4. Throws (Hiza Kansetsu & Yoko Gari)
5. Stance Terminology (Ready, Front, Back, Cat, Homnie,

fi

Formal, Horse, Crane)
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6. Kicks (Mae Gari)
7. Blocks – Uke Waza (Middle Palm Block counter)

The new student learns quickly that Yon Ch’uan is a multidiscipline martial art. It includes Aikido, Judo, Karate, Kung Fu,
and T’ai Chi.
Each discipline moves from ancient principles. There are
differences among the arts, but principles are truths. We focus
on truth – martially and spiritually. One principle we follow in Yon
Ch’uan is how we move when attacked:
1. Yield (Evade)
2. Clear (Empty)
3. Contact (Absorb)
4. Control (Entrap)
5. Counter (Redirect)
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Our goal is to use the least amount of muscle resistance to
defeat our opponent. We accomplish that through the process
of yielding, emptying, entwining, and penetrating. The choice is
ours. We can evade to escape – or evade to enter. Striking is
one of many Counters we have available.
You might wonder how long it takes a Yon Ch’uan student to
execute the rst four steps of Yield, Clear, Contact, and Control.
Once a young student learns how to move correctly, the time is
less than half-a-second. A Black Belt can execute those
movements even faster.
Then, we must wonder, how long does it take to execute a
counter strike? Depending on the strike, about one-quarter of a
second. Why so fast? Because all of the movements are based
on center-line defense. We evade and clear the center, raise
hands to the center to block, quarter the opponent from our
center, and counter from our center – all in one second or less.
Multiple strikes or a throw may add another second to the
defense, so we emphasize a “two seconds or less” response to
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attack.
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Because of the speed of our movements, it’s important to drill
each part to perfection. As Grand Master Xavier emphasizes –
“Perfect Practice Makes Perfect.” We must perfect Yield. We
must perfect Clear. We must perfect Contact. We must perfect
Control. We must perfect Counter.
Striking is a Counter we want to perfect. We do that through a
process of executing a strike hundreds of times. I tell my
students to focus on improving their strike by one-tenth of one
percent every time they execute a strike. While that doesn’t
sound like much, think about it. Practice a strike perfectly ten
times and you can improve that strike by a full percent. Practice
a strike perfectly one-hundred times and you can improve that
strike by ten percent. Practice a strike perfectly one-thousand
times and you can improve that strike by one-hundred percent.
That’s why we focus on “perfect” drilling. If you drill something
poorly one thousand times, you will be very good at doing
something very poorly. That is not our objective in Yon Ch’uan
Martial Arts. We seek perfection in technique – as perfect as
possible given that we are human. Only one Person is truly
Perfect.
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Front Kick Drills
Drills can be done three basic ways:
1.Solo Drills
2.Partner Drills
3.Class Drills

Since the rst “strike” a Yon Ch’uan student learns is Mae Gari
(front kick), we’ll begin there with solo drills.
Stand in a ready position (Fudo Dachi) .. raise both hands to
your center in a defensive posture (palms facing down) as you
shift your weight to your left hip .. that movement makes your
left leg heavy (substantial) and your right leg light
(insubstantial) .. raise your right knee even with your belt and
kick forward with your right foot .. your target level is about
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waist high to begin .. as you lift your right leg for the kick, pull
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the toes on your right foot toward you so that you strike with the
ball of your right foot .. lower your right foot to the ground after
you kick and return to ready position .. repeat exercise 20 times
Stand in a ready position (Fudo Dachi) .. raise both hands to
your center in a defensive posture (palms facing down) as you
shift your weight to your right hip .. that movement makes your
right leg heavy (substantial) and your left leg light
(insubstantial) .. raise your left knee even with your belt and kick
forward with your left foot .. your target level is about waist high
to begin .. as you lift your left leg for the kick, pull the toes on
your left foot toward you so that you strike with the ball of your
left foot .. lower your left foot to the ground after you kick and
return to ready position .. repeat exercise 20 times
Stand in a ready position (Fudo Dachi) .. raise both hands to
your center in a defensive posture (palms facing down) as you
step backward with your left foot .. as soon as your left foot
touches the ground behind you, lift your right leg and execute a
front kick (snap kick) .. your target level is about waist high to
begin .. be sure to sit in your left hip to make the left leg heavy
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and your right leg light .. return to ready position and repeat the
kick with the right foot 20 times
Stand in a ready position (Fudo Dachi) .. raise both hands to
your center in a defensive posture (palms facing down) as you
step backward with your right foot .. as soon as your right foot
touches the ground behind you, lift your left leg and execute a
front kick (snap kick) .. your target level is about waist high to
begin .. be sure to sit in your right hip to make the right leg
heavy and your left leg light .. return to ready position and
repeat the kick with the right foot 20 times
Stand in a ready position (Fudo Dachi) .. raise both hands to
your center in a defensive posture (palms facing down) as you
step forward with your right foot .. as soon as your right foot
touches the ground in front of you, lift your left leg and execute
a front kick (thrust kick) .. your target level is about waist high to
begin .. be sure to sit in your right hip to make the right leg
heavy and your left leg light .. return to ready position and
repeat the kick with the left foot 20 times
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Stand in a ready position (Fudo Dachi) .. raise both hands to
your center in a defensive posture (palms facing down) as you
step forward with your left foot .. as soon as your left foot
touches the ground in front of you, lift your right leg and execute
a front kick (thrust kick) .. your target level is about waist high to
begin .. be sure to sit in your left hip to make the left leg heavy
and your right leg light .. return to ready position and repeat the
kick with the right foot 20 times
Stand in a ready position (Fudo Dachi) .. raise both hands to
your center in a defensive posture (palms facing down) as you
step forward with your right foot .. as soon as your right foot
touches the ground in front of you, lift your left leg and execute
a front kick (thrust kick) .. your target level is about waist high to
begin .. be sure to sit in your right hip to make the right leg
heavy and your left leg light .. step forward with your left foot
after kicking and make the left leg heavy so that you can kick
with the right foot .. continue to walk across the oor alternating
kicking legs .. once you reach the end of the room, turn around
and repeat the exercise .. repeat that kicking drill ve times in
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total .. if you kick ten times in one direction and ten times in the
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other direction after you turn around, you will complete a total of
100 kicks for this drill
Stand in a ready position (Fudo Dachi) .. raise both hands to
your center in a defensive posture (palms facing down) as you
step forward with your left foot .. as soon as your left foot
touches the ground in front of you, lift your right leg and execute
a front kick (thrust kick) .. your target level is about waist high to
begin .. be sure to sit in your left hip to make the left leg heavy
and your right leg light .. step forward with your left foot after
kicking and make the left leg heavy so that you can kick with
the right foot .. continue to walk across the oor alternating
kicking legs .. once you reach the end of the room, turn around
and repeat the exercise .. repeat that kicking drill ve times in
total .. if you kick ten times in one direction and ten times in the
other direction after you turn around, you will complete a total of
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100 kicks for this drill
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Punching Drills
Even though martial artists learn how to “strike” an opponent,
our purpose as Christian martial artists is to “stop” a physical
attack. That’s why our early lessons are about how to escape
and block attacks. We look at personal safety in this order:
• Run
• Escape and run
• Stun and run
• Fight and run

Running drills are good for students, as are escape and run
drills. However, there are times when someone who is attacked
is not able to run away or escape and run away. They may have
to throw, kick, or punch someone before they are able to run to
safety. That’s what we mean by “stun and run.” The throw, kick,
or punch is the stun that may allow the victim of an attack to
escape to safety.
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The last thing we want our Grace Martial Arts students to do is
“ ght.” So, we work on running, escaping, and stunning drills
rst. Fighting drills come later in training for those situations
where ghting their way out of an attack is a student’s only
option.
The rst “punch” a Yon Ch’uan student learns is called Seiken.
That’s a Japanese word that means “fore st.” The student
makes a st and strikes so that the back of the hand is facing
up. That places the knuckles facing the opponent. Seiken
Tsuki (fore st punch) strikes the opponent using the two largest
knuckles on the st.
The rst drill is simply to stand in a modi ed horse stance (kiba
dachi) with your feet slightly wider than your shoulders. Your
instructor will probably start the drill with a command to begin
(Hajime), followed by counting. Without stepping, punch
forward with your right st, then your left st. Continue punching
as many times as your instructor tells you. Don’t allow your
shoulders to lean forward as you punch. Bring your punching
hand back to your hip after each punch with the palm portion of
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st facing upward. The punch rotates like a coiling/
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uncoiling that some martial artists call a “corkscrew” or
“twisting” punch. You can do this as a solo drill or a class drill.
You can practice drilling the punches at various target angles:
• Middle punch (Seiken Chudan Tsuki)
• High punch (Seiken Jodan Tsuki)
• Low punch (Seiken Gedan Tsuki)

You can build leg strength with the low punch drills by widening
your stance into Shiko Dachi (straddle leg stance).
Instructors may also want to encourage competition among
students by seeing who can punch left and right fastest with
proper technique. I used to enjoy challenging the winner of the
competition to see if they could punch faster than me. Students
seemed to enjoy that. Allowing students to win once in awhile is
fun for them.
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Another drill is to step into a front stance (Zenkutsu Dachi) with
the right leg and punch forward with the right st 20 times ..
change legs so that the left leg is in front of the right leg and
punch forward with the left st 20 times .. repeat the drill ve
times for a total of 200 punches.
A standing/turning punching drill is also fun to do and helpful in
learning how to defend on either side of the body. Stand
in Fudo Dachi or Kiba Dachi and punch with the right hand,
then do a circular step with the left leg to face the right side and
punch with your left st .. circle the left back to the beginning
stance and punch with the right st .. do that drill 20 times ..
then do the same on the other side .. punch with the left st,
circle the right leg to face the left side and punch with your right
st .. circle the right leg back to the beginning stance and
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punch with the left st .. do that drill 20 times.
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The next drill is to start in a ready position (Fudo Dachi), then
punch as you step forward into a front stance (Zenkutsu Dachi).
You will punch with the right st when you step forward with the
right foot. You will punch with the left st when you step forward
with the left foot. Continue to step and punch forward across
the oor or mat. Turn around when you reach the end of the
oor or mat, perform a low block (Gedan Uke) with the st that
matches the front leg (right st to right leg, left st to left leg),
then step and punch back to where you started. You can do
this as a solo drill or a class drill. Practice punching middle
(Chudan), high (Jodan), and low (Gedan) as you step across the
oor.
Instructors may also want to encourage competition among
students by seeing who can punch left and right fastest with
proper technique. I used to enjoy challenging the winner of the
competition to see if they could step/punch faster than me.
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Allowing students to win once in awhile is fun for them.
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You can also do the stepping punch drill with a partner. Student
#1 faces student #2 .. student #1 steps forward and punches at
partner’s chest (Chudan) .. student #2 backs up and blocks the
punch with an inside middle palm block (Shotei Chudan Uke) ..
partners continue until they’ve punched/blocked ten times ..
partners immediately reverse direction so that student #2
punches at partner’s chest .. student #1 backs up and blocks
punch .. partners continue until they’ve punched/blocked ten
times .. when they return to where they began.
If you want to make the partner drill into a team competition
drill, divide the students into teams. Two members of each team
line up as described above. When the instructor says Hajime,
the students punch and block together across the oor, then
return to where they started (as described above) .. they tag out
with the second two students who do the same thing .. the
team that is rst to have all their students complete the forward/
backward stepping middle punches and inside blocks is the
winner .. teams repeat the drill until one of the teams gets a

fl
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total or two or three wins.
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You can also do the above team drill with high punches and low
punches. Blocking partners will use high blocks with high
punches and low blocks with low punches.

Types of Punches
You can do these drills with any of the punches you will learn
during your training in Yon Ch’uan Martial Arts. Some are done
with a closed hand ( st), while others are done with an open
hand (e.g. palm strike, knife hand), forearm, or elbow. Here are
some examples of what you will learn after many years of
training.
• Tate Tsuki (Vertical punch)
• Gyaku Tsuki (Reverse punch)
• Oi Tsuki (Lunge punch)
• Age Tsuki (Rising punch)
• Choku Tsuki (Straight punch)
• Sakasa Tsuki (Inverted punch)
• Kagi Tsuki (Hook punch)
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• Mawashi Tsuki (Round hook punch)
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• Heiko Tsuki (Parallel punch)
• Nihon Tsuki (Double punch)
• Sanbon Tsuki (Triple punch)
• Yama Tsuki (Mountain punch)
• Awase Tsuki (U-punch)
• Hasami Tsuki (Scissors punch)
• Uke Tsuki (Blocking punch)
• Tsuru Kuchibashi (Crane’s beak)
• Hyoken Tsuki (Leopard st punch)
• Hyote (Leopard paw strike)
• Tora Tsume (Tiger claw)
• Shotei Uchi (Palm heel strike)
• Shotei Tsuki (Palm heel thrust)
• Koken Uchi (Bent wrist strike, also called Kakuto)
• Keikoken Tsuki (One knuckle punch)
• Kizami Tsuki (Jabbing punch)
• Tobikomi Tsuki (Snap punch)
• Hirate Uchi (Slap)
• Furi Ken Uchi (Flare punch)
• Uraken Uchi (Back st strike)
• Haishu Uchi (Backhand strike)
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• Tettsui Uchi (Hammer st, bottom st strike)
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• Shuto Uchi (Knife hand strike)
• Gyaku Shuto (Reverse knife hand strike)
• Oyayubi Uchi (Thumb knuckle strike)
• Ippon Ken (One nger strike)
• Nukite Tsuki (Spearhand strike)
• Nihon-nukite uchi (Two- nger spearhand strike)
• Yohon-nukite uchi (Four- nger spearhand strike)
• Haito Uchi (Ridge hand strike)
• Kote Uchi (Forearm strike)
• Empi (Elbow strike .. also known as Hiji Uchi – forward,
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backward, upward, downward)
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Training drills in martial arts have been passed from teacher to
student for thousands of years. We know from history that
armies of ghting soldiers existed back to at least the third
millennium BC. These armies helped kings and queens keep
and even expand their kingdoms. We don’t know a lot about
some of the most ancient training methods, but strong armies
would need strong ghters and strong ghters would need to
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train to ght.
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Training to Defend
One of the main differences between the training of soldiers and
students in a Grace Martial Arts class is ghting and defending.
Soldiers train to ght and kill the enemy, so their training drills
emphasize ghting and killing. GMA students train to defend
and escape, so their training drills emphasize defending and
escaping.
However, that doesn’t mean we want our students to take self
defense lightly. An attacker may mean you great bodily harm,
even to the point of killing you. So, self-defense drills need to
help a student know how to defend themselves in as realistic
way as possible, without getting hurt.
We move now to more physical “defensive drills.” Punching and
kicking a bag, boards, bricks, or tiles can be helpful, but it’s not
the same thing as someone trying to punch or kick you.
Students need to be able to stop and stun, or even stop and
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drop so they can escape to safety.
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Remember our four training steps:
1. Run
2. Escape and run
3. Stun and run
4. Stop, drop, and run (I also use the phrase “ ght and run,”
but ghting is always our last resort because you or the
other person can be seriously injured in a ght.)

We’ve previously looked at drills for the rst two, so let’s move
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to #3.
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Stun and Run Drills
Our goal is to develop drills that can be done with a partner in
two seconds or less. That includes performing all ve of the
defensive movements we use in Yon Ch’uan Martial Arts:
1. Yield
2. Clear
3. Contact
4. Control
5. Counter

Yield and clear means “evading” an attack. We quickly move
back or to the side to evade someone’s grab, punch or kick.
Our intent is to quarter the opponent so we are no longer on
their center. Contact means “absorbing” some of the attack that
may still reach us even as we yield and clear. That’s where we
block a grab, punch or kick. Control means “trapping” the
grabbing or punching arm or kicking leg. Counter means
“stunning, re ecting, or redirecting” the attacker. Counters may
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include punching, kicking, and trapping that lead to throwing.
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As Christian martial artists, our desire is to be as compassionate
as possible. If we can redirect an attacker without seriously
hurting them, we will.
To achieve our goal of nishing an effective defensive response
to an attack, we must work on three things:
1. Speed
2. Accuracy
3. Power
• If we’re fast, but lack accuracy and power, our defense
may fail.
• If we’re accurate, but lack speed and power, our defense
may fail.
• If we’re powerful, but lack speed and accuracy, our
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defense may fail.
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Partner drills, under the watchful eyes of well-trained instructors,
can help students develop their speed, accuracy, and power in
ways that promote success and safety for everyone involved.
We rst do the drill without a partner (solo drill) to make sure
partners know what’s going to happen. Once everyone is clear
about the techniques involved, the partner drills begin.
To emphasize the idea of “stun and run,” you can complete the
techniques and take several steps in the opposite direction.
That helps train you to run to safety after completing each
defense.
These drills are from the martial art of Karate-do and Tang Soo
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Do.
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Drill #1
Solo practice — stand in ready position .. step back into a left
back stance, execute a left high block and right reverse high
punch at the same time, then step forward and thrust kick with
the right foot to the mid-section .. repeat drill 20 times
Solo practice — stand in ready position .. step back into a
right back stance, execute a right high block and left reverse
high punch at the same time, then step forward and thrust kick
with the right foot to the mid-section .. repeat drill 20 times
Partner practice — Partners face each other and get proper
distance for safety (arms extended and st bump distance) ..
Partner #1 steps back into a left front stance with hands up
ready to attack .. Partner #2 indicates to Partner #1 that he/she
is ready to defend .. Partner #1 steps forward with right foot
and executes a right punch toward face of Partner #2 (make
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sure that punch would not reach partner’s face for safety) ..
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Partner #2 steps back into left back stance and executes a left
high block and right reverse punch toward partner’s face at the
same time (miss face by several inches), then steps forward and
performs a thrust kick with the right foot to their partner’s midsection (miss your partner by a couple of inches) .. repeat drill
20 times
Partner practice — Partners face each other and get proper
distance for safety (arms extended and st bump distance) ..
Partner #1 steps back into a right front stance with hands up
ready to attack .. Partner #2 indicates to Partner #1 that he/she
is ready to defend .. Partner #1 steps forward with left foot and
executes a left punch toward face of Partner #2 (make sure that
punch would not reach partner’s face for safety) .. Partner #2
steps back into right back stance and executes a right high
block and left reverse punch toward partner’s face at the same
time (miss face by several inches), then steps forward and
performs a thrust kick with the left foot to their partner’s midsection (miss your partner by a couple of inches) .. repeat drill

fi

20 times
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Drill #2
Solo practice — stand in ready position .. evade to the left
side, block with right outside block, and execute a right reverse
kick to the knee at the same time .. then use a left palm strike to
partner’s ear or side of head .. repeat drill 20 times
Solo practice — stand in ready position .. evade to the right
side, block with left outside block, and execute a left reverse
kick to the knee at the same time .. then use a right palm strike
to partner’s ear or side of head .. repeat drill 20 times
Partner practice — Partners face each other and get proper
distance for safety (arms extended and st bump distance) ..
Partner #1 steps back into a left front stance with hands up
ready to attack .. Partner #2 indicates to Partner #1 that he/she
is ready to defend .. Partner #1 steps forward with right foot
and executes a right punch toward chest of Partner #2 (make
sure that punch would not reach partner’s chest for safety) ..
Partner #2 evades to the left side, blocks with right outside
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block, and executes a right reverse kick to the knee at the same
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time (miss knee by a few inches) .. then use a left palm strike to
partner’s ear or side of head (miss by a few inches) .. repeat drill
20 times
Partner practice — Partners face each other and get proper
distance for safety (arms extended and st bump distance) ..
Partner #1 steps back into a right front stance with hands up
ready to attack .. Partner #2 indicates to Partner #1 that he/she
is ready to defend .. Partner #1 steps forward with left foot and
executes a left punch toward chest of Partner #2 (make sure
that punch would not reach partner’s chest for safety) .. Partner
#2 evades to the right side, blocks with left outside block, and
executes a left reverse kick to the knee at the same time (miss
knee by a few inches) .. then use a right palm strike to partner’s
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ear or side of head (miss by a few inches) .. repeat drill 20 times
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Drill #3
Solo practice — stand in ready position .. step back into a left
back stance, execute a left low block and right reverse high
punch at the same time .. then execute a right roundhouse kick
to knee, ribs, or head .. repeat drill 20 times
Solo practice — stand in ready position .. step back into a
right back stance, execute a right low block and left reverse
high punch at the same time .. then execute a left roundhouse
kick to knee, ribs, or head .. repeat drill 20 times
Partner practice — Partners face each other and get proper
distance for safety (arms extended and st bump distance) ..
Partner #1 steps back into a left front stance with hands up
ready to attack .. Partner #2 indicates to Partner #1 that he/she
is ready to defend .. Partner #1 steps forward with right foot
and executes a right front kick toward stomach of Partner #2
(make sure that punch would not reach partner’s stomach for
safety) .. Partner #2 steps back into left back stance and
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executes a left low block and right reverse high punch toward
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partner’s face at the same time (miss face by several inches) ..
then execute a right roundhouse kick to partner’s knee, ribs, or
head (miss by a few inches) .. repeat drill 20 times
Partner practice — Partners face each other and get proper
distance for safety (arms extended and st bump distance) ..
Partner #1 steps back into a right front stance with hands up
ready to attack .. Partner #2 indicates to Partner #1 that he/she
is ready to defend .. Partner #1 steps forward with left foot and
executes a left front kick toward stomach of Partner #2 (make
sure that punch would not reach partner’s stomach for safety) ..
Partner #2 steps back into right back stance and executes a
right low block and left reverse punch toward partner’s face at
the same time (miss face by several inches) .. then execute a
left roundhouse kick to knee, ribs, or head (miss by a few
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inches) .. repeat drill 20 times
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Drill #4
Solo practice — stand in ready position .. evade to the left
side, block with right outside block/arm grab (contact/control),
and execute a right side kick to the knee at the same time,
followed by a right side kick to the ribs .. repeat drill 20 times
Solo practice — stand in ready position .. evade to the right
side, block with left outside block/arm grab (contact/control),
and execute a left side kick to the knee at the same time,
followed by a left side kick to the ribs .. repeat drill 20 times
Partner practice — Partners face each other and get proper
distance for safety (arms extended and st bump distance) ..
Partner #1 steps back into a left front stance with hands up
ready to attack .. Partner #2 indicates to Partner #1 that he/she
is ready to defend .. Partner #1 steps forward with right foot
and executes a right punch toward chest of Partner #2 (make
sure that punch would not reach partner’s chest for safety) ..
Partner #2 evades to the left side, blocks with right outside
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block/arm grab (contact/control), and executes a right side kick
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to the knee at the same time, followed by a right side kick to the
ribs (miss knee and ribs by a few inches) .. repeat drill 20 times
Partner practice — Partners face each other and get proper
distance for safety (arms extended and st bump distance) ..
Partner #1 steps back into a right front stance with hands up
ready to attack .. Partner #2 indicates to Partner #1 that he/she
is ready to defend .. Partner #1 steps forward with left foot and
executes a left punch toward chest of Partner #2 (make sure
that punch would not reach partner’s chest for safety) .. Partner
#2 evades to the right side, blocks with left outside block/arm
grab (contact/control), and executes a left side kick to the knee
at the same time, followed by a left side kick to the ribs (miss
knee and ribs by a few inches) .. repeat drill 20 times
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